Abstruct-Object recognition systems which employ solid models and range data have been a topic of interest for several years. Model databases have the potential to become large in some environments. This paper proposes a pair of techniques for incorporating knowledge of the symmetries of object models into the recognition process. The effects of symmetric models on the speed of an object recognition system is examined in the context of an implemented system employing invariant feature indexing as a correspondence-building mechanism. Groups of model surfaces are enumerated and examined to yield a list of segment label permutations which summarize the model's symmetry. This symmetry extraction process is followed by a symmetry encoding procedure which replaces groups of features which are indistinguishable because of symmeiry with a single prototype feature group. Experiments with a large model database demonstrate the utility of these symmetry extraction and encoding techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
The development of systems for 2-D or 3-D object recognition has been a popular topic of research for years. Systems can be classified by sensor type (e.g., range, intensity, thermal, etc.), model dimensionality (2-D or 3-D), model source (hand-built, learned from example images, CAD-based, etc.), and recognition control mechanism (e.g., constrained search, invariant feature indexing, graph matching, automatic programming etc.). Focusing on the 3-D model/3-D image domain, recent examples of object recognition systems are 3D-POLY [6] , BONSAI [9] , INGEN [21] , the Vision Algorithm Compiler project 1151, and systems developed by Arman and Aggarwal [2], Dickinson et al. [7] , Kim and Kak [18] , and Hansen and Henderson Few existing object recognition systems have been evaluated in situations where the database of object models is large. Most systems store models independently and hence recognition time can be expected to grow roughly linearly in the number of object models. In situations where model descriptions are stored independently, the problems of large databases have been attacked using indexing strategies: the observed scene features are used to reject a portion of the database from further consideration. Previous work on indexing includes [18], 1121, 151, [20] , 1161. Such procedures are designed to eliminate models from consideration quickly. However, the complexity of the surviving models also determines the efficiency of the recognition system. Only a few systems (e.g., [ 171) have explicitly used the symmetries of object models to make a recognition system more efficient.
This correspondence addresses recognition in the domain of range imagery and solid models, with a recognition system based on invariant feature indexing. A database of models with various amounts ~4 1 . of rotational symmetry is assumed to be present. The contribution of this paper is a pair of techniques which extract symmetries of models (expressed as permutations of a set of labels on surface features), and encode (summarize) groups of features which are indistinguishable due to object symmetry for use by the recognition system. The paper is organized as follows. Section I1 reviews our technique for recognizing objects using invariant feature indexing. Techniques for extraction and encoding of feature group equivalence classes arising from model symmetry are discussed in Section 111. Experiments with this system appear in Section IV, and conclusions appear in Section V.
RECOGNITION VIA INVARIANT FEATURE INDEXING
In this section, we present a compact overview of our technique for object recognition from tables of proto-hypotheses indexed by invariant relational features. A more complete description of the method appears in 1111. We assume that models are composed of primitive entities (surfaces in our case) and that pairs of entities yield invariant features which can be extracted reliably from both the model descriptions and from segmented range imagery. In [ 1 I ] and much prior work, the natural quadric surfaces were used. Between any two quadric surfaces, an invariant feature (either a distance or an angle) can be computed (for a pair of planar faces, the invariant feature was the angle between normals, etc.). Suitably quantized versions of these invariant features serve as indices.
A proto-hypothesis P'H is defined as an ordered pair:
where ID identifies the model associated with the proto-hypothesis, and the MID,, identify particular entities belonging to I D . the interpretation tables can immediately be verified without involving any additional scene-entity to model-entity bindings (three surface matches admit a unique pose estimate for the relevant model).
Object recognition using these interpretation tables is performed as follows. After acquiring a scene and segmenting it into primitive entities of the same type as are used in the object models, all triples of these scene entities are considered. Each triple yields three invariant features relating a pair of the triple's entities. Two of these three features are used as indices, and the list of protohypotheses stored at the corresponding entry of the appropriate interpretation table are used to construct bindings between the scene entities making up the triple and the model entities in the retrieved proto-hypotheses. Each hypothesis of object identity produced is then tested for validity through application of several predicates based on geometric constraints; these predicates were originally developed for use in BONSAI, a search-based 3-D object recognition system [9] .
Hypotheses surviving the application of these predicates undergo a pose estimation procedure, and are then verified and ranked, with the highest-ranking hypothesis being accepted.
SYMMETRY: EXTRACTION AND DESCRIPTION
If an object is symmetric about one or more axes, or displays other sorts of symmetry, then certain viewpoints will produce identicalappearing images (and hence identical-appearing entity groups in our recognition system). In such situations, both indexing strategies (which discard entire models from consideration) and symmetry exploitation strategies (which identify indistinguishable entity groups) are appropriate. For the remainder of this paper, we will address the extraction and encoding of symmetric models for object recognition.
A. Representing Symmetry: Point Groups
The sort of symmetry being considered in this paper is typically called rotational symmetry, and is characterized by one or more axes of symmetry, each accompanied by the number of distinct rotations about that axis that produce an identical-appearing object. Such rotations are compactly described as elements of a point group (for an accessible description of point groups, see [4]). Some common point groups for symmetric objects are:
C,, the point group for n-fold rotational symmetry about a specified axis (e.g., the object pictured in Fig. l D , is the notation for n-fold symmetry about a specified axis (as above) accompanied by n axes of 2-fold symmetry, as in Fig. 1(b) .* The axes of 2-fold symmetry are all perpendicular to the axis of n-fold symmetry and are spaced at equal angles of Other point groups (e.g., the tetrahedral group T) will be considered only as sets of C, symmetries.
Our definition of "identical-appearing'' could be informally described as "indistinguishable in a range image;" recognition systems employing different (or several) sensing modes may have different definitions of the term "identical-appearing." In the absence of information that will disambiguate multiple interpretations due to symmetry, we would prefer to group all such ambiguous interpretations together (i.e., mark them as indistinguishable). Clearly, about it.
' Actually this object possesses four planes of reflectional symmetry in 2Actually DSh to account for reflections. We will ignore reflectional addition to C4, and its group is properly denoted C4v.
symmetry henceforth.
the nature of the objects in the model database will determine the seriousness of the "problem" posed by symmetric objects. Object model symmetry will induce sets of entity groups (and hence proto-hypotheses and hypotheses) which are mutually indistinguishable. If we know a priori that some of our models possess symmetry, then we can reduce the size of our interpretation tables by collecting entity groups which are indistinguishable into equivalence classes, and represent all members of the class in the interpretation table by a single prototype group. If the scene yields a triple which matches against one of the class's members, it will match equally well against the others. If we define a redundancy relation R on pairs of entity groups (surface triples) so that pairs in the relation are indistinguishable in this way, the transitive closure of the relation defines the equivalence classes we seek.
B. Representing Symmetry: Permutation Groups
An altemative way to view object symmetries employs permutation groups. Each of the rotations in the point group can also be viewed as a permutation operator acting on the set of entity labels. Clearly, an enumeration of all label permutations produced by elements of the object's symmetry rotation group, followed by extraction of corresponding entity triples from the list of permutations, forms the basis for our redundancy relation R. We call this process symmetry extraction.
The literature on symmetry extraction procedures is relatively sparse. Atallah [3] proposed an O ( n log n ) algorithm for obtaining the axes of symmetry of a plane figure (n is the number of geometric primitives, e.g., vertices, lines, arcs, etc.). Alt et al. [ l ] derive algorithms for extracting the set of transformations which map an n-dimensional point set into itself, either exactly or approximately. Prior work most closely related to that reported here was performed by Jiang and Bunke [ 171, who developed a graph-theoretic symmetry extraction algorithm for polyhedra, and incorporate symmetries into a search-based object recognition procedure.
C. Symmetry Extraction: Identibing Indistinguishable Triples
Our algorithm for identifying elements of the redundancy relation R has evolved significantly from the version described in an earlier version of this paper [8]; details about the former approach can be obtained from that reference. A pseudo-code description of our symmetry extraction algorithm appears in Fig. 2 . This algorithm extracts the set of distinct entity label permutations induced by a transformation in the object's applicable point group. Rotations are obtained by aligning pairs of compatible entities in the model (which yield two elements of the permutation as a by-product); the remaining elements of the permutation are obtained by applying the rotation to the other entities in the model. The predicates COMPATIBLE-PAIR, and COMPATIBLE, and the function COMPUTE-ROTATION work as follows:
COMPATIBLE-PAIR(. . . ) takes two entity pairs ( e , , e , ) and ( e k , e l ) as arguments, and returns TRUE if the corresponding elements ( e , , e k ) and ( e ] , e l ) are identical in size and can be rotated into correspondence. C~MPUTE_ROTATION(., .) takes two entity pairs as above and computes a rotation transformation R that will simultaneously align them. Estimators of R have been proposed by Crimson and Lozano-PCrez [13] and Kim and Kak [18] among others. In our implementation we simply compute and concatenate the two individual rotations which align the elements of the entity pairs. COMPATIBLE(.. .. .) takes two entities (c1, e2 ) and a previously-computed rotation transform R as arguments, Fig. 3 . A pentagonal prism (Ds-symmetric) with labeled entities (surfaces).
verifies that R takes e l into e 2 , and checks to see that el and e2 are identical in size, and that their centroids are coincident after rotation; TRUE is retumed if so.
The following example will clarify the operation of the algorithm.
Consider the @,-symmetric pentagonal prism featured in Fig. 3 . The axis of CS symmetry passes through the center of the face labeled 1 and is normal to it. The permutations of entity labels induced by rotations of about this axis are summarized in the rows of the matrix In addition to this 6 5 axis, there are five CZ axes, each passing through the center of one of the faces labeled 3 through 7 and through the opposing dihedral, yielding five additional permutations:
2 1 3 7 6 5 4 (axis through face 3 and 5-6 dihedral) 2 1 5 4 3 7 6 (axis through face 4 and 6-7 dihedral) 2 1 4 3 7 6 5 (axis through face 6 and 3-4 dihedral) 2 1 6 5 4 3 7 (axis through face 7 and 4-5 dihedral) 2 1 7 6 5 4 3 (axis through face 5 and 3-7 dihedral)
D. Symmetry Encoding
The second of the two steps required to exploit object symmetries into our model-based object recognition system is symmetry encoding, which is the replacement of each set of feature groups which are indistinguishable due to symmetry by a single prototype group for that set. Entity triples (which are "viewable" in that all three entites are visible in a view of the object) extracted from the same positions in the lists of label set permutations obtained above are viewed as an ordered pair in a reflexive, symmetric relation R. The transitive closure R' is an equivalence relation with equivalence classes corresponding to sets of indistinguishable feature groups.
Warshall's algorithm [22] is a standard technique for obtaining the transitive closure of a relation expressed as a binary adjacency matrix; in our early experiments, we used this algorithm. However, this approach had one major drawback: the required binary adjacency matrix can consume an enormous amount of storage (e.g., a 62-faced object required generation of a 37820 x 37820 matrix!). To alleviate this problem, an altemative algorithm for extracting the transitive closure was developed; it requires neither the computation nor the storage of a binary adjacency matrix. The algorithm builds lists of indistinguishable triples and merges lists together if they share feature groups. After all possible merges have been performed, a triple is selected from each list as a prototype for the equivalence class.
Our implementation of this algorithm typically consumes a few seconds of execution time on a Hewlett-Packard 9000/720 workstation.
Fig. 4. Eight example objects from a database of 70 object models
The time complexity can be summarized as follows. Given an input permutation list with n model features and m permutations arising from symmetry, O ( m n 3 ) time is required to build the initial lists of corresponding triples, and O ( n i n 3 ) time is required to merge the lists with feature groups in common. It is still possible to consume large amounts of memory and computation time with this list-processing algorithm; some of our database models with several dozen faces and many axes of symmetry take hours to process. However, such models could not be handled at all by Warshall's algorithm because of its storage demands.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
This section describes experimental results in model database construction, and presents results on synthetic imagery.
Our model database consists of 70 symmetric object models which were either constructed by the author [IO] , obtained from the n e t 1 ib research database, or obtained from The University of South Florida [19] .' The object shapes range from the Platonic solids and variants to "block-like" objects to chair-like objects. A representative sample of the 70 models appears in Fig. 4 . Fig. 5 shows a scatter plot generated from all of the database models; the .r-coordinate of a particular plot point is the number of usable triples extracted from the model, and the corresponding ycoordinate shows the fraction of those triples which were not inserted because they belonged to an equivalence class with a prototype triple already present in the table. To summarize the model-building procedure, our 70 symmetric models yielded 48 146 usable triples, 37681 of those being redundant. Hence, the symmetry extraction algorithm discarded 78% of the entries in the interpretation tables.
A . Object Recognition Experiments
Five synthetic range images (and corresponding segmentations) of each of the 70 database models were input to the invariant feature indexing object recognition procedure described in Section 'Many of the author's models are available for retrieval via f t p from the host irl . e e c s . wsu . edu. Scatter plot (triple rejection percentage vs. triple count) for 70 object 111. Our goal was to measure how large a reduction in the number of hypotheses was induced when the interpretation tables contained only prototype triples (as opposed to all usable triples). The results of these 350 experiments can be summarized as follows. A total of 655,658 proto-hypotheses were retrieved from the interpretation tables when they were constructed using only prototype triples. If the tabels are constructed without symmetry processing, a total of 3,454,122 hypotheses were retrieved. Therefore, the symmetry processing causes an 8 1 % reduction in the computational burden associated with hypothesis retrieval for the same model database. Table I gives a histogram of the percentage reduction of effort for the 70 models. Most models showed a reduction of between 70% and 85%. 1) It is highly robust in the sense that it is not much affected by a possible large portion of outliers or incorrect matches as long as the minimum number of inliers necessary to give a unique solution are provided; 2) It is made virtually independent of initial guesses; 3) It is computationally reasonable and admits an efficient parallel implementation.
